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While this level of complexity
on the problem side might not
come as a surprise for anyone famil-
iar with the operations of major
municipalities around the world,
the decision of this particular
municipality to go ahead and
develop a state-of-the-art informa-
tion system with such a daring goal,
on the solution side, could be
somewhat surprising for those
familiar with the relative sluggish-
ness of public administration in
adopting cutting edge technology
and practices. But if you take a
closer look at the geospatial solu-
tion market in Romania, you could
conclude that such solutions are
quickly becoming standard and
that this is one of the most
demanding GIS markets in the
world. Bucharest City Hall is not
the only customer expecting what
was formerly known as Geographic
Information Systems to get out of
its departmental and technological
box and merge into the main-
stream management and workflow
information systems. When the
Romanian national power grid
operator, Transelectrica, started a
major upgrade of its information
systems in 2002, the ultimate prior-
ity for this giant company was to
become internationally competi-
tive, by massive cost reductions,

and to align its operations with the
European UCTE standards and
requirements. All of which Trans-
electrica could not accomplish wi-
thout an effective management of
enterprise wide geospatial infor-
mation along its entire life cycle,
enabling hundreds of users to man-
age a network of 8800 km of power
lines and 76 power stations. The
solution, currently in its rollout
phase, is based on integrated
geospatial resources, power model-
ing, outage and work order man-
agement systems and MIS.

The Romanian market
But such high demands need a

matching offer from local providers
of geospatial solutions. Selling GIS
software is only the tip of the ice-
berg, since in projects of this com-
plexity and magnitude the main
added value comes from the
provider’s ability to analyze and
model the customer’s daily activi-
ties, its workflows and business pro-
cesses, how they all interact, or to
solve problems like integrating
CRM and ERP with automated
mapping and spatial databases in a
single functional solution. Most of
the times, the customer’s request is
no more no less than to integrate
data pertaining to many business
processes into a single database
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“The challenge we faced was to manage

geospatial information across 53 

departmental units and more than 200

processes. And we discovered that in our

case geospatial information meant 389

layers with more than 4000 distinct 

characteristics... and that managing 

it meant data and system functions

seamlessly integrated with those 

typically found in ERP, CRM, Document

Management and other systems in a way

totally transparent for the user”, says

Ioana Raicu, Management Information

Director at Bucharest City Hall, about 

the most ambitious single IT project

launched by a Romanian public 

administration.
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that would feed information to a
variety of automated systems and
applications, in order to provide a
geographical and relational inven-
tory for all infrastructure assets,
maintaining geographic and survey
maps for the entire network, mana-
ging workflows, maintenance oper-
ations and other projects and, of
course, monitoring costs. 

Solving all these requirements
calls for developing a geospatial
solution, as opposed to delivering
mere GIS software. Recent projec-
ts have shown very clearly that
geospatial solutions play the role of
the missing functional link
between various enterprise infor-
mation islands and that geospatial
information should be looked at as
the foundation of an effective
management and decision infor-
mation system. While effective,
such solutions have also proved
rather difficult to develop. It takes
years of expertise in complex proj-
ect implementations to be able to
solve demands as the ones in the
examples above. This is the reason
why only a few companies usually
manage to qualify for such con-
tracts.

How to make 
it in a tough market

Set up in 1995 as a distribution
partner of Intergraph Corp. (Ala-
bama, USA) in Romania, Inter-
graph Computer Services Ltd.
(ICS Romania) grew very fast and
developed competencies which
now allow the company to position
itself as the top geospatial solution
provider for the public administra-
tions and major enterprises in
Romania. The secret of achieving
this position, according to Marcel
Foca, the company’s General Ma-
nager, “is the approach the compa-
ny has had from the beginning
towards its potential customers.
ICS Romania understood that sell-
ing software licenses or even mak-
ing isolated applications to manage
departments or separate functions
would become very soon obsolete,
as users from other countries with
higher degree of process automa-
tion already began to face the

interoperability challenge. There
was no reason to expect Romanian
customers to be less demanding
than that.”

That’s why ICS Romania pushed
itself very hard to convince its cus-
tomers and potential customers
that it could become a reliable
partner, with internal resources
strong enough to develop complex
and viable enterprise wide systems
for organizations managing large
territories and infrastructures. And
it has.

All the solutions are developed
around the GeoMedia platform, a
technology of Intergraph Mapping
and Geospatial Solutions, which
represents more than 30 years of
industry leadership, technology
innovation, and a global service
infrastructure. 

Projects Highlights
Besides the two showcase proj-

ects already mentioned, ICS
Romania has had the opportunity
to implement some other similarly
large and daring solutions: 

The Romanian Railways Com-
pany has started operation of IRIS
(Integrated Railway Information
System) in 2002. This system is
used nation wide (5000 users) and
integrates GIS and ERP for railway
infrastructure management.  

CNLO, the largest Romanian
coal mining company with a yearly
output of 35 million tons of coal, is
currently deploying its new system
for integrated management of
cadastral, topographical and geo-
logical data with ERP.

The National Agency for Mine-
ral Resources has benefited from a
World Bank financing project
which translated into a state-of-
the-art information system that
allows this agency to manage the
Romanian Mining Cadastre and
Mineral Titles Registry.

Company philosophy 
If you expect the manager of

ICS Romania to give you the usual
“commitment to quality of services
and constant meeting of cus-
tomer’s demands” language, you
have met the wrong man. Instead,

he talks about “happy” customers
in rather peculiar terms: “when
one of our customers calls me on
the phone and asks for my advice
on a problem that has nothing to
do with the geospatial solution we
developed for them, it is actually
the very sign that we have done
the best possible job on that. We
believe in long-term relationships
built upon the trust that comes
from a common history of success-
es, and the moment I stop receiv-
ing such phone calls I will know
that I am heading the wrong way
with my business.”

Hence comes almost an obses-
sion of the management with fur-
ther enhancing what already are
ICS Romania’s three main com-
petitive advantages on the Roma-
nian geospatial market:
� In depth knowledge base on

developing integrated geospa-
tial solutions responding to
requirements of complex  na-
tionwide systems;

� The ability of the team to com-
municate effectively with the
clients, both in terms of under-
standing their needs and in
terms of helping clarify them;

� Commitment to and ability to
maintain long-term customer
relationships, demonstrated al-
ready by years of common his-
tory with customers.

The whole team understood ve-
ry quickly the difference between
just another IT solution and a solu-
tion to real business problems.
They understood that shunning
requirements too difficult to imple-
ment or obstacles related to tech-
nological gaps, interoperability or
functional and data integration
comes back at you and is the worst
possible tactics for long runners.
Instead, 8 years of managing com-
plex projects have paid-off and ICS
Romania has achieved in-depth 
understanding of how to overcome
such issues and fulfill such
demands. 

Recognition
Even if the most important

recognition that ICS Romania is

keen on receiving is the customer’s
trust, one can see that they neither
try to hide the recent awards com-
ing from peer professionals:
� 2004 - Best business develop-

ment in the CEE region in
2003, awarded by Intergraph
Corp.

� 003 - Worldwide Top Team
GeoMedia Registered Solution
Provider, awarded by Inter-
graph Corp.

� 2003 - Award for the technical
excellence and outstanding
growth in IMGS software sales
in 2002, awarded by Intergraph
Corp.

� 2003 - e-Administration Award,
received from ANIAP (The
National Association of
Public Administration IT
Professionals).

� 2002 - Fidelity award for con-
stant support and for GIS
implementation projects for
public administration, received
from ANIAP. 

� 1999 - Best GeoMedia partner
in 1998, awarded by Intergraph
Corp.

In 2001, ICS Romania received
the ISO certification according to
the ISO 9002:1994 Standard, and
in 2003 it was recertified according
to the ISO 9001:2000 Standard. 

So, how far 
would you go with your GIS?

If you thought that expecting
your systems to fully integrate
geospatial information with the
more classical enterprise informa-
tion resources meant going too far,
then think again. You may not
need to fly to the moon and back
in order to implement a complete
solution. It could be much closer
than you think. Just ask the people
who have already done it.
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